Hydration Structure of a Single DNA Molecule Revealed by Frequency-Modulation Atomic Force Microscopy.
Hydration interaction shapes biomolecules and is a dominant intermolecular force. Mapping the hydration patterns of biomolecules is therefore essential for understanding molecular processes in biology. Numerous studies have been devoted to this challenge, but current methods cannot map the hydration of single biomolecules, let alone do so under physiological conditions. Here, we show that frequency-modulation atomic force microscopy (FM-AFM) can fill this gap and generate 3D hydration maps of single DNA molecules under near-physiological conditions. Additionally, we present real-space images of DNA in which the double helix is resolved with unprecedented resolution, clearly revealing individual phosphate groups along the DNA backbone. FM-AFM therefore emerges as a powerful enabling tool in the study of individual biomolecules and their hydration under physiological conditions.